
National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)
Overview:

The National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) is the largest nationally representative
and continuing assessment of what America's students know and can do in various subject areas.
Assessments are conducted periodically in mathematics, reading, science, writing, the arts, civics,
economics, geography, U.S. history, and in Technology and Engineering Literacy (TEL). In 2017,
NAEP began administering digitally based assessments (DBA) for mathematics, reading, and
writing, with additional subjects to be added in 2018 and 2019. Only a small sample of Tennessee
fourth, eighth, and twelfth graders will take this test. The representative sample group is chosen by
NAEP each year. NAEP alternates sample sizes every other year, with even-year assessments
being a national sample, and odd-year assessments being state samples.
Required:

Yes, NAEP is required for grade 4, 8 and 12 students at selected schools.
Federal and State Law:

Administered in accordance with the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) of 2015, which requires
the state to participate in the biennial state academic assessments of fourth and eighth grade
reading and mathematics. Districts that receive Title I funds are required to participate.
Purpose & Use:

NAEP assessments are administered uniformly using the same sets of test booklets across the
nation. NAEP results serve as a common metric for all states and selected urban districts. The
assessment stays essentially the same from year to year, with only carefully documented changes.
This permits NAEP to provide a clear picture of student academic progress over time. In
even-numbered years, NAEP measures Tennessee student’s academic achievement against
students in other states also taking this test.
Administration Window:

January 29-March 9 (tentative)
Length of Assessment:

60–90 minutes
Results to Districts:

District-level results are not provided.
Results to Parents & Students:

Student-level results are not provided.

Operational Testing vs. Field Testing

The majority of tests are operational. This means that the test is officially scored, and results will be
shared with districts, schools, teachers, and students. Some tests, however, are field tests. This
means that the test isn't officially scored and reported; rather, it provides valuable information to the
department of education in order to inform future test development.

Sometimes students take stand-alone field tests where the entire test would not be officially scored
and reported but would instead be used to help the department design future tests.  In most cases,
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field test questions are included within operational tests. In this scenario, a student would not know
which question was a field test question and which questions was an operational test question.
Student responses to the field test questions would not "count" toward a student's score on the test,
but their responses would help the department of education design future test questions.  Field tests
strengthen future operational tests by ensuring each question measures what our students should
know and can do.


